signals from a chip input amplifier to the output buffer. For a A quasi-TM reciprocity based multi-conductor trans-fixed line length of 960 rim, we will optimize the geometry mission line model is used to investigate the influence of the parameters (ws, t, h, WR, f) found as the square root of the eigenvalues of In this paper we propose some design criteria, based on the _UWC+G)UWL+R). For a perfectly symmetric configuration, transmission line properties of differential lines in the circuit matrices would have equal diagonal entries combination with the circuit impedances of source and load.
Introduction 95
In the design of very large scale integration (VLSI) 7 MS" 400 circuits, wave phenomena on interconnects are becoming 4 dh responsible for significant signal integrity problems, due to the 1 0A always increasing frequencies. Commonly used at the highest frequencies is the technique of differential signaling in order to reduce the impact of electromagnetic noise and coupling 280 c =2SIm with neighboring circuits. This means long interconnects have to be modeled as multi-conductor transmission lines. Only few * i _u_I_t L electromagnetic models for the determination of the P.C fundamental propagation modes allow the combined simulation of the finite conductivity of both the signal lines Fig. 1 found as the square root of the eigenvalues of In this paper we propose some design criteria, based on the _UWC+G)UWL+R). For a perfectly symmetric configuration, transmission line properties of differential lines in the circuit matrices would have equal diagonal entries combination with the circuit impedances of source and load.
The propagation characteristics of the lines will be determined (subscrpt s) and equal off-diagonal entries (subscript in) The by using the model from [2] . Further details eermine derengtils , c t model will be given in the oral presentation.
(eiIz+yt field dependence, would be given by Design of a differential pair Consider the two-dimensional structure shown in Fig. 1 , 2 (jojc5+ c, )+(G5 Gm)) (jo$L5 Lm)+(R5 -1)) (1) with a conductor pair (cl, c2) embedded in a dielectric layer on a semiconducting substrate, above a perfect electric conduc-The configuration of Fig. 1 is not perfectly symmetric with ting (PEC) ground. PEC walls are used to simulate a wide respect to the dashed line in Fig. 1 , but still the actual slab. A reference conductor (CR), kept on zero volt, and some propagation constants agree with an almost entirely 'odd', neighboring conductors (C3-c5) are also shown on Fig. 1 Re(Vd/ V ) Both the attenuation and the SWF decrease by increasing Fig. 4 . Load voltage Vd (for the same geometry as the distance t between both signal conductors (see Fig. 2 for ,Zd=ZC=10kQ.
the SWF, the attenuation is not shown). However, t has to remain much smaller than the distance d to the nearest neighboring circuits or lines. As an illustration, we excite c5
Analogous considerations regarding the SWF and Zthat with a current io, while keeping cl and c2 on zero volt. Fig. 2 show that it is ntot recommended to increase Wp such that cl shows the absolute value of the induced differential current and c2 become situated directly above the reference conductor, component (i,-142) through the signal conductors. An increase the heigt hof te signa s aboe t in t results in a higher induced current. Obviously, the effect is semiconductig substrate should be as large as possible.
weaker for larger values of d.
Conclusions Increasing the width ws of the signal conductors leads to a It is shown how the performance of an on-chip differential lower SWF and a lower attenuation. However, the SWF does pair interconnect depends on its geometry, considering both not change much further, as soon as R, becomes lower than the transmission line properties and the circuits, connected by jwoL, for the highest relevant frequencies (as is the case for the lines. ws = 8.0 pum in Fig. 3) . Further widening the conductors only References leads to a lower Zdff, as shown in Fig. 3 . Neumann boundary operator," IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech., submitted for publication.
